7 May 1958
“In the earliest stages of evolutionary Nature we are
met by the dumb secrecy of her inconscience; there is no
revelation of any signiﬁcance or purpose in her works,
no hint of any other principles of being than that ﬁrst
formulation which is her immediate preoccupation and
seems to be for ever her only business: for in her primal works Matter alone appears, the sole dumb and
stark cosmic reality. A Witness of creation, if there had
been one conscious but uninstructed, would only have
seen appearing out of a vast abyss of an apparent nonexistence an Energy busy with the creation of Matter,
a material world and material objects, organising the
inﬁnity of the Inconscient into the scheme of a boundless
universe or a system of countless universes that stretched
around him into Space without any certain end or limit,
a tireless creation of nebulae and star-clusters and suns
and planets, existing only for itself, without a sense in it,
empty of cause or purpose. It might have seemed to him a
stupendous machinery without a use, a mighty meaningless movement, an aeonic spectacle without a witness, a
cosmic ediﬁce without an inhabitant; for he would have
seen no sign of an indwelling Spirit, no being for whose
delight it was made. A creation of this kind could only
be the outcome of an inconscient Energy or an illusioncinema, a shadow-play or puppet-play of forms reﬂected
on a superconscient indifferent Absolute. He would have
seen no evidence of a soul and no hint of Mind or Life in
this immeasurable and interminable display of Matter.
It would not have seemed to him possible or imaginable
that there could at all be in this desert universe for ever
inanimate and insensible an outbreak of teeming life,
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a ﬁrst vibration of something occult and incalculable,
alive and conscious, a secret spiritual entity feeling its
way towards the surface.”
The Life Divine, SABCL, Vol. 19, pp. 848 – 49

I did not understand this sentence, Sweet Mother: “In
the earliest stages of evolutionary Nature we are met
by the dumb secrecy of her inconscience.” What is this
secrecy, Sweet Mother?
The intention of Nature?... It is what Sri Aurobindo has said
from the beginning, that, hidden in the depths, at the core of
matter, there is the Divine Presence and that the whole terrestrial evolution is made to prepare the return of the creation
to its origin, to this Divine Presence which is at the centre of
everything — that is the intention of Nature.
The universe is an objectivisation of the Supreme, as if He
had objectivised himself outside of himself in order to see himself, to live himself, to know himself, and so that there might be
an existence and a consciousness capable of recognising him as
their origin and uniting consciously with him to manifest him
in the becoming. There is no other reason for the universe. The
earth is a kind of symbolic crystallisation of universal life, a
reduction, a concentration, so that the work of evolution may
be easier to do and follow. And if we see the history of the earth,
we can understand why the universe has been created. It is the
Supreme growing aware of himself in an eternal Becoming; and
the goal is the union of the created with the Creator, a union
that is conscious, willing and free, in the Manifestation.
That is the secret of Nature. Nature is the executive Force,
it is she who does the work.
And she takes up this creation, which appears to be totally
inconscient but which contains the Supreme Consciousness and
sole Reality and she works so that all this can develop, become
self-aware and realise itself fully. But she does not show it from
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the very beginning. It develops gradually, and that is why at the
start it is a secret which will be unveiled as it nears the end.
And man has reached a point in the evolution high enough for
this secret to be unveiled and for what was done in an apparent
inconscience to be done consciously, willingly, and therefore
much more rapidly and in the joy of realisation.
In man one can already see that the spiritual reality is being
developed and that it is going to express itself totally and freely.
Formerly, in the animal and the plant, it was... it was necessary
to be very clear-sighted to see it, but man is himself conscious
of this spiritual reality, at least in the higher part of his human
existence. Man is beginning to know what the Supreme Origin
wants of him and is collaborating in carrying it out.
Nature wants the creation to become conscious of being the
Creator himself in an objectivisation, that is to say, there is no
difference between the Creator and the Creation, and the goal
is a conscious and realised union. That is the secret of Nature.
Mother, here Sri Aurobindo writes: “the dumb secrecy
of her inconscience”. Why her “inconscience”?
Whose inconscience?
Nature’s.
No, Nature is not unconscious, but she has an appearance of
unconsciousness. It began with the inconscience, but in the
depths of the inconscience there was consciousness, and this
consciousness is gradually developing.1 For instance, mineral
nature, stones, earth, metals, water, air, all this seems to be quite
unconscious, although if one observes closely... And now science
is discovering that this is only an appearance, that all this is only
1

When this talk was ﬁrst published, Mother made the following correction: “It is
not the consciousness which develops, it is the manifestation of consciousness which
develops, its expression: it expresses itself more and more.”
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concentrated energy, and of course it is a conscious force which
has produced all this. But apparently, when we see a rock, we
don’t think it is conscious, it does not give the impression of
being conscious, it seems to be altogether unconscious.
It is the appearance that is inconscient. It becomes more and
more conscious. Even in the mineral kingdom there are phenomena which reveal a hidden consciousness, like certain crystals,
for instance. If you see with what precision, what exactitude and
harmony they are formed, if you are in the least open, you are
bound to feel that behind there’s a consciousness at work, that
this cannot be the result of unconscious chance.
Have you seen rock-crystals?... You have never seen a rockcrystal?
Yes.
It is pretty, isn’t it? It is something very artistic.
And the movements of the sea, the movements of the air,
of the wind, one can’t help feeling that behind there is a consciousness or even many consciousnesses at work. In fact, it is
like that. Only the most superﬁcial appearance is inconscient.
(Silence)
Is that all?
Indeed, in every being, the whole process of evolution is
reproduced, as if at a dizzy speed one were reviewing all that
has been done, and as if it were necessary to relive all that in a
ﬂash before taking the next step.
(Silence)
The start, the great journey in the inconscience, in darkness,
oblivion, unconsciousness, the awakening... and the return to
the light.
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